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Your business faces a host of
challenges. Increasingly complex
processes, the changing demands of
the digital consumer, and the everpresent pressure to improve
business performance and drive
revenue growth. New Technologies
are accelerating the pace of
business while also being disruptive
and moving at high-velocity.

Combining our strong industry
knowledge, Design Thinking and
User-Centered design with our deep
experience with IBM’s Cloud
Technology we convert your
business vision into working,
integrated minimum viable products
in a matter of weeks.

The Accenture Center for IBM
Technologies (ACIT) Cloud Studio is
uniquely positioned help you
succeed in this New IT world.

Boost speed with liquid software:
Liquid applications are assembled
leveraging modular architectures,
next-generation integration

We can help you:

techniques and a cloud-first, mobilefirst mindset. IBM’s Mobile First
Platform on the cloud allows us to
build mobile applications at highvelocity.
Build intelligent apps: automating
the application lifecycle, harnessing
a portfolio of big data, analytics and
cognitive services, ensures faster
speed to value and enables you to
manage growing volume, velocity
and complexity. With auto scaling,
DevOps and Watson services all
easily accessible on IBM’s Cloud,

we can build Intelligent Applications
at high-velocity.

Extend your company’s boundaries:
Connected applications provide the
technical means to integrate your
legacy systems like Mainframe and
AS400 applications with business
partners and customer ecosystems.
Our dedicated team at the ACIT
Cloud Studio combines expertise
across IBM’s portfolio of cloud-based
solutions with Accenture’s deep
industry knowledge in consumer
goods, retail, life science,
automotive, industrial and travel.
The ACIT Cloud Studio´s capabilities
have been proven in a variety of
projects. For Citibank, we developed
the award-winning mobile app,
Family Wallet, in less than four
weeks, enabling Citi Gold customers
to manage their family’s spending in
real-time.
On another project, the ACIT Cloud
Studio developed a minimum viable
product for a retailer in just a few
weeks. This project showcased an
accelerated modernization strategy
using existing AS400 legacy
systems. With this approach
companies can dramatically increase
usability and productivity with a
responsive web application that
quickly responds to changes and is
far easier to maintain.

Either from our incubators in vibrant
startup-environments in Chicago,
Bangalore, Oslo and Malaga or onsite at your location, the ACIT Cloud
Studio is your stepping stone to
reach the next level of success and
become the leader in your industry.
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